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Abstract. The need for patient-specific photodynamic therapy (PDT) in dermatologic and oncologic applications has triggered several studies that explore the utility of surrogate parameters as predictive reporters of treatment outcome. Although photosensitizer (PS) fluorescence, a widely used parameter, can be viewed as emission from several fluorescent states of the PS (e.g., minimally aggregated and monomeric), we suggest that singlet oxygen luminescence (SOL) indicates only the active PS component responsible for the PDT. Here, the ability of discrete PS fluorescence-based metrics (absolute and percent PS photobleaching and PS re-accumulation post-PDT) to predict the clinical phototoxic response (erythema) resulting from 5-aminolevulinic acid PDT was compared with discrete SOL (DSOL)-based metrics (DSOL counts pre-PDT and change in DSOL counts pre/post-PDT) in healthy human skin. Receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC) analyses demonstrated that absolute fluorescence photobleaching metric (AFPM) exhibited the highest area under the curve (AUC) of all tested parameters, including DSOL based metrics. The combination of dose-metrics did not yield better AUC than AFPM alone. Although sophisticated real-time SOL measurements may improve the clinical utility of SOL-based dosimetry, discrete PS fluorescence-based metrics are easy to implement, and our results suggest that AFPM may sufficiently predict the PDT outcomes and identify treatment nonresponders with high specificity in clinical contexts.
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1 Introduction

5-Aminolevulinic acid (ALA) photodynamic therapy (PDT) represents a promising approach to treat distributed and refractory lesions in oncologic and cosmetic dermatology. As with any therapeutic strategy, accurate monitoring of the pertinent factors which impact the deposited dose is critical for robust and predictable PDT outcomes. In simplest terms, the PDT dose can be thought of as a product of the photosensitizer (PS) concentration and fluence. However, the deposited PDT dose, and therefore the subsequent PDT efficacy, depends on several factors, including the amount of active PS at the target site, light parameters, and the reactive species generated by the PS that cause cytotoxic effects.

Different approaches to monitor the delivered PDT dose have been evaluated in preclinical and clinical settings. In particular, the PS fluorescence-based metrics, such as photobleaching, have been widely investigated due to the relative simplicity of detection and have served as a measure of the PDT dose. Another PS fluorescence-based metric that has been investigated in context of preclinical ALA-PDT is protoporphyrin (PpIX) re-accumulation post-PDT, defined as additional conversion of ALA to PpIX that occurs after irradiation. Although photobleaching and PpIX re-accumulation may be valuable predictors of the PDT outcome, the discrete measurements of PS fluorescence that enable quantification of these parameters may not comprehensively reflect the complex photophysical and photochemical interactions that lead to the therapeutic effect.

Furthermore, photobleaching can occur through nonsinglet oxygen (O2) mediated mechanisms. Thus, the specific biophysical pathways that lead to changes in the PS fluorescence, as provided by the more convenient and often-used point measurements, may not correlate with the production of cytotoxic species that influence PDT outcome.

Another PDT dose metric being explored by several groups is measurement of singlet oxygen luminescence (SOL). Generally, singlet oxygen (O2) is thought to be an important mediator of the PDT cytotoxicity, though nonsinglet oxygen mediated pathways could also lead to similar PDT effects.

Singlet oxygen can be monitored through an optical detection of its luminescence at 1270 nm. Pioneering works by Niedre et al., Yamamoto et al., Lee et al., and Baier et al.
have demonstrated the technical feasibility of detecting 1O2 luminescence (SOL) in preclinical models during PDT. These measurements correlated well with treatment outcome, suggesting that real-time SOL detection could serve as a useful clinical dosimetry tool. However, on-line detection and quantification of the SOL for clinical implementation have been historically difficult due to the high reactivity of 1O2 in vivo, its relatively low luminescence yield, and the need for complex instrumentation compatible with the clinical workflow. We therefore suggest exploring a slightly different perspective on the use of the SOL measurements in PDT dosimetry using less complicated instrumentation: Discrete measurements of 1O2 luminescence (DSOL). The DSOL indicates the amount of active PS that can convert 1O2 to 1O2 and could provide a direct measure of the potential deposited PDT dose. The DSOL detection immediately before light irradiation was demonstrated to correlate with the phototoxic response in humans. Several studies showed that the PDT and the PS photobleaching could occur through nonsinglet oxygen mediated pathways. Given the exploration of various dosimetry parameters and the complexities involved in the PDT mechanism, the prognostic utility of dose-metrics such as DSOL remains unclear, especially in comparison with widely employed discrete PS fluorescence-based dosimetry.

The present study hypothesized that the discrete PS fluorescence would provide a different dosimetric measure than DSOL and explores the prognostic utility of each of these approaches in predicting treatment response. This is because the PS fluorescence, without a full spectral separation to distinguish between various aggregation states and localization sites of the PS, represents the proportion of PS able to emit fluorescence in the observed ranges. SOL on the other hand represents the active PS available to induce 1O2 mediated cytotoxic effects. Hence, the two approaches reflect the deposited PDT dose in a mechanistically distinct manner and could have different treatment prediction capability. To test this hypothesis, we compared the utility of PS fluorescence-based metrics, PpIX photobleaching [percent PpIX photobleached (PPP) and absolute fluorescence photobleaching metric (AFPM)] and PpIX re-accumulation post-PDT (PRP), with DSOL-based metrics, (DSOL counts pre-PDT and change in DSOL counts post/pre-PDT), in predicting erythema resulting from two different doses of clinical ALA-PDT. Linear regression and receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analyses revealed that in the clinical setting tested, the PS fluorescence-based metric AFPM exhibited the best correlation with PDT induced erythema and the highest area-under-the-curve (AUC) in the ROC analysis than all other tested dosimetric parameters.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Participant Selection

Twenty-six healthy subjects (22 females, 4 males, median age of 28.33 years) with Fitzpatrick skin types I-III were recruited. Subjects were excluded if they were pregnant or nursing, had a history of photosensitive diseases, were taking any photosensitive medications, were unwilling to comply with the study protocol, had any dermatological conditions within the location of the study test sites, had any allergies to ALA formulation, DuoDerm (Convatec, Princeton, New Jersey), or any adhesives, had received laser irradiations within 6 months of the study, or exhibited any condition or laboratory value that, in the opinion of the investigator, would potentially affect response or participation in the study. Subjects gave written and informed consent to participate in all aspects of this study in compliance with the US Federal Code of Regulations pertaining to conduct of clinical studies (21CFR part 50 and 56). This study was conducted according to good clinical practice guidelines and the declaration of Helsinki, and was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Massachusetts General Hospital.

2.2 ALA Application

Six 2 × 2 cm² test sites on the inner arm were selected and outlined with permanent marker. Levlulan® Kerastick® (DUSA Pharmaceuticals, Wilmington, Massachusetts) was topically applied to three test sites (Fig. 1 yellow boxes) using same number of application strokes. The vehicle content of the ALA formulation was applied to two sites (Fig. 1 gray boxes). One site received no treatments and served as control (Fig. 1).

2.3 Photodynamic Therapy

Light was delivered via fiber optic using a 635 nm diode laser at 50 mW/cm² (HPD7401, High Power Devices, North Brunswick, New Jersey). The beam was passed through a neutral density filter with a 2 × 2 cm² opening to facilitate irradiation only at the square shaped test site. Light delivery apparatus was placed 5 mm away from the skin surface. Eye protection was provided to subjects during light delivery. Irradiations were performed within American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standards, and all safety regulations regarding the use Class IIIIB lasers were followed.

Three hours after the ALA application, two ALA treated sites received 5 J/cm² (A5 site), or 25 J/cm² (A25 site) light exposure at 50 mW/cm². Sites containing vehicle received no light (V only site) or 25 J/cm² (V25 site). Erythema, fluorescence and the DSOL measurements were taken at time points (T) with the

Fig. 1 Schematic of the clinical study workflow. The six test sites on the upper inner arm of each subject are represented by the abbreviations no-treatment (site that did not receive ALA, vehicle, or irradiation), ALA (site that received ALA only), V only (site that received only the vehicle solution of the ALA formulation), V25 (site that received vehicle solution and 25 J/cm² fluence at 50 mW/cm² irradiation), A5 (site that received ALA and 5 J/cm² fluence at 50 mW/cm² irradiation), and A25 (which received ALA and irradiation at 25 J/cm² fluence at 50 mW/cm² irradiation). Black arrow indicates the timeline of the study. Red arrow indicates the time-points at which measurements (DSOL, fluorescence, and erythema) and photographs were taken. Immediately post-PDT, measurements and photographs were only taken at the sites that received light irradiation.
following subscripts: Pre-ALA (before ALA application), Pre-PDT (3 h after application of ALA and prior to PDT), post-PDT (immediately post-PDT), 30 min post-PDT and 24 h (24 h post-PDT).

2.4 Singlet Oxygen (\(^1\text{O}_2\)) Measurements

The in vivo SOL detection system is previously described in detail. Briefly, the system consists of (i) a 635-nm diode laser module; (ii) optical filters/PMT detection system; and (iii) data acquisition system with a photon counting board. This device uses two separate optical fibers to deliver excitation light and collect \(^1\text{O}_2\) luminescence emission. The excitation light with a bandpass filter to further eliminate near-IR light leakage from the excitation diode laser was delivered to the test site with the beam size of 15 mm in diameter by an optical fiber with a collimator. A 3-mm liquid light guide was used to collect the near-IR emission. The detection fiber optics was set at a 40 deg angle from the excitation fiber optics. This modification to the system was done to minimize signal variations due to heterogeneous accumulation of PpIX in test subjects, if any, by a exposing larger area for both light excitation and singlet \(^1\text{O}_2\) signal collection. For the ALA-induced PpIX excitation, a fiber coupled diode laser with the wavelength centered at 635 nm was operated at a repetition rate of 10 kHz with a pulse width of 5 \(\mu\)s with an average intensity of 4.3 mW/cm\(^2\). The \(^1\text{O}_2\) phosphorescence signal was detected and analyzed using automated computer software. Spectral and temporal discrimination techniques were used to isolate the DSOL from the PS fluorescence. Spectral discrimination was performed via a set of three optical filters (centered at 1220, 1270, and 1320 nm; FWHM = 15 nm) i.e., the two signals obtained with filters centered at 1220 and 1320 nm provided measurements of the background emission that did not contain singlet \(^1\text{O}_2\) emission, while the signals collected at 1270 nm contained singlet oxygen emission with background emission. The singlet oxygen counts were calculated by subtracting the background (average of photon counts from 1220- and 1320-nm signal) from the 1270-nm photon counts. Temporal discrimination was achieved through the lifetime difference between short-lived PS fluorescence and longer-lived SOL as has been previously reported. Briefly, the fluorescence signal is observed when the excitation laser is "on" between 6 and 11 \(\mu\)s (5-\(\mu\)s pulse width) after the start of data acquisition. The longer-lived singlet oxygen signal that persists even after switching off the excitation laser is considered for calculating the SOL photon counts. The SOL counts are calculated using the formula

\[
\text{SOL counts} = \sum[1270 \text{ nm}(t_1 \div t_2)] - \frac{\sum[1220 \text{ nm}(t_1 \div t_2)] + \sum[1320 \text{ nm}(t_1 \div t_2)]}{2},
\]

where \(t_1\) and \(t_2\) represent 11.3 and 30 \(\mu\)s, respectively. Four \(^1\text{O}_2\) measurements (signal accumulated for 80,000 laser shots for each measurement) were taken per test site.

2.5 PpIX Fluorescence Measurements

PpIX photobleaching in tissue was monitored with a system for in vivo fluorescence detection at 670 nm provided by Aurora Optics, Inc (Hanover, New Hampshire). The system consisted of three parts. The first part is a continuous wave 405-nm diode laser to excite PpIX. The second part is a fiber optic probe to deliver the excitation light and collect the fluorescent light in vivo. The fiber probe (Aurora Optics, Inc., Hanover, New Hampshire) was composed of one excitation fiber (100 \(\mu\)m) surrounded by six 100-\(\mu\)m detection fibers. The construction of the probe involves insertion of the seven 100-\(\mu\)m fibers into a 21-gauge needle and securing it using a low fluorescence epoxy. The opposite end of the fiber probe is bifurcated into the single source fiber and a bundle containing the six detection fibers. These are each connected to the laser source and the PMT detector, respectively. As previously reported, this configuration of the fiber probe can be used for quantitative fluorescence measurements with reduced background absorption effects as it measures fluorescence from regions of tissue that are smaller than the average scattering length of the tissue. The third part of the system is the fluorescence light detector R928 Hamamatsu PMT (Hamamatsu Photonics, Shimokanzo, Japan) coupled to a 600-nm long-pass filter to detect PpIX fluorescence. A chopper wheel (Ithaco, Ithaca, New York) equipped with a light emitting diode (LED)-photodiode provided a triggering frequency of 500 Hz and was used to cycle the excitation light on and off to allow lock-in detection of the fluorescence signal. The fiber optic was placed in gentle contact with the skin and nine fluorescence measurements were taken across each test site and averaged. Fluorescence emission was analyzed and recorded using custom-designed LabVIEW software (National Instruments, Austin, Texas).

2.6 Erythema Measurements

Erythema was measured via DermaSpectometer DSM II ColorMeter (Cortex Technology, Hadsund, Denmark). The probe was placed in gentle contact with the test site and three measurements were taken at left, center and right areas of the test site. At various time points, erythema from same regions within the test site was obtained.

2.7 Study Procedure

The study consisted of three visits. During the first visit, subjects were screened per the inclusion and exclusion criteria in the institutional review board (IRB) protocol, and enrolled in the study after providing informed consent. During the second visit, ALA was administered to test sites and a nonadherent bandage was applied between measurements to protect the site from ambient light and prevent drug leakage. Measurements were taken and PDT was administered as indicated (Fig. 1). The third visit consisted of a follow up measurements taken at 24 h post treatment.

2.8 Blinded Erythema Evaluation

A panel of six dermatologists evaluated photographs (normal and cross-polarized with a color scale taken using Nikon D90, Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) of each individual test site for intensity of erythema. The dermatologists were blinded to the treatment conditions and subject information. A scale of 0 to 3, representing, no erythema, mild, moderate and intense erythema respectively was used for erythema evaluation. For each test site, the average of the erythema scores given by the six dermatologists was calculated and utilized for statistical analysis.

2.9 Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using Statistical Analysis System (SAS) Institute Inc. (Cary, North Carolina), Graphpad
Prism (La Jolla, California), and MedCalc (Ostend, Belgium). The dose-response curves were analyzed by repeated measures mixed model linear regression. Statistical comparisons were performed via two-tailed paired student’s t-test (p < 0.05 was considered significant unless specified). The dosimetric parameters’ performance was investigated using the ROC analysis, in which test sites that received PDT were assigned to either a responder or a nonresponder group based on the blinded dermatologists' erythema evaluation of the test site photographs. Sites that received an erythema score of 0 were allocated to the nonresponding group and test sites that received a score of 1, 2, or 3 (representing mild, moderate, and intense erythema) were allocated to the responding group. The ROC analysis was performed using MedCalc (Ostend, Belgium) software. Specifically, the standard error of the AUC and pairwise ROC curve comparison were performed using the DeLong et al. method. The optimal cut-off point (maximum Youden index) where separation between false positives and false negatives is maximum and the corresponding sensitivity and specificity was also calculated with MedCalc.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Phototoxic Response Correlated with PDT Light Dose

Erythema measured post-PDT was caused by inflammation due to phototoxicity. Mean erythema measured at $T_{\text{pre-ALA}}$ with dermspectrometer was 8.4 (0.73 S.E.M) and exhibited a coefficient of variation (COV) of 8.6%. All of the control sites ($V_{\text{only}}$, V25, and no-treatment) exhibited no significant increase in mean erythema at the $T_{\text{pre-ALA}}$ [start of the study, Fig. 2(a) blue bars] and $T_{24\,\text{h}}$ [end of the study, Fig. 2(a) red bars] time point in the study ($p > 0.5$). Mean erythema score of all the test sites given by the dermatologists at $T_{\text{pre-ALA}}$ was 0.05 (0.005 S.E.M) and there was no significant difference between the test sites at $T_{\text{pre-ALA}}$.

Moderate agreement, established via Fleiss kappa statistics ($k = 0.5911$, $\rho^2 = 0.727$, $p$-value <0.0001), was observed between erythema readings obtained from blinded reviewers’ evaluation of photographs and those obtained from the dermspectrometer [Fig. 3(a)]. Figure 3(b) represents the average of the blinded erythema scores in the test sites at various time points. At $T_{\text{pre-ALA}}$, there was no significant difference between erythema scores of V25, A5, and A25 sites [Fig. 3(b) blue bars]. At $T_{24\,\text{h}}$, A5, and A25 sites had significantly higher erythema than the V25 test site [Fig. 3(b) red bars]. Both the dermspectrometer and blinded evaluation significantly indicated a higher mean phototoxic response in the A25 site [Figs. 2(b) and 3(b) respectively] versus the A5 site. Correlations between the dosimetry parameters and PDT-induced phototoxicity were performed using dermspectrometer erythema readings.

One subject discontinued the study during the PDT treatment. The change in erythema from $T_{\text{pre-ALA}}$ to $T_{24\,\text{h}}$ is depicted

![Fig. 2](image-url)
for the remaining 25 subjects in Fig. 2(b). Erythema increased by 72% (8.4% S.E.M.) and 85.3% (8.5% S.E.M.) at A5 and A25 sites, respectively from \( T_{\text{pre-ALA}} \) to \( T_{24\text{h}} \) [red and green bars, Fig. 2(c)]. Erythema readings obtained at the three light treated sites (V25, A5, and A25 sites) at various time points during the study is shown in Fig. 2(c). A 25% increase in erythema was observed at all test sites from \( T_{\text{pre-ALA}} \) to \( T_{\text{pre-PDT}} \) [Fig. 2(c)]. This was likely due to the bandage that was applied to all subjects, which served to protect test sites from ALA leakage and ambient light. However, only the A5 [Fig. 2(c), green bars] and A25 [Fig. 2(c), blue bars] sites exhibited a significant increase in erythema at \( T_{\text{post-PDT}} \) and \( T_{24\text{h}} \) \((p < 0.05)\), suggesting that the post-PDT increase in erythema observed at the ALA-PDT sites was due to phototoxicity. Representative photographs depicting typical treatment responding and nonresponding subjects in the three light treated sites (V25, A5, and A25) at \( T_{24\text{h}} \) are shown in Fig. 2(d). The photographs visibly show intense erythema in the PDT treated sites of the responding subject. The nonresponding subject had very minimal erythema in the test sites. These observations are consistent with previous studies that characterized erythema after ALA-PDT. Based on our results and literature, we selected erythema scores at \( T_{24\text{h}} \) as the parameter most indicative of PDT treatment response, and subsequently correlated these scores with all dosimetric measurements.

### 3.2 Conversion of ALA to PpIX in the Test Sites

Average fluorescence measurements taken at various time points are shown for 25 subjects at all test sites in Fig. 3(a). Baseline fluorescence observed at \( T_{\text{pre-ALA}} \) is a combination of background autofluorescence and signals from endogenous porphyrins in the skin [Fig. 3(a), blue bars]. Baseline fluorescence COV for 25 subjects was 9.93% (0.79% S.E.M.). The ALA, A5, and A25 sites exhibited a significant increase \((p < 0.0001)\) in fluorescence from \( T_{\text{pre-ALA}} \) [Fig. 3(a), blue bars] to \( T_{\text{pre-PDT}} \) [Fig. 3(a), red bars], while the \( V_{\text{only}} \) and V25 sites exhibited no significant increase in fluorescence over this time period. Amongst the 25 subjects, 22 subjects exhibited a 252% (100% S.E.M) increase in the PpIX fluorescence at the ALA, A5, and A25 sites. The other three subjects, who exhibited less than a 5% increase in dermspectrometer measurement of erythema from \( T_{\text{pre-PDT}} \) to \( T_{\text{post-PDT}} \), had a 49.8% increase in PpIX fluorescence at the ALA treated sites. Although the three subjects had fivefold less increase in PpIX fluorescence compared to the cohort, they were considered in all statistical analyses unless mentioned specifically.

**Fig. 3** Blinded dermatologists’ erythema evaluation score and dermspectrometer readings have good correlation. (a) A significant linear correlation (black line) was observed between erythema scores obtained from the blinded dermatological evaluation and those taken by the dermspectrometer \( \left( r^2 = 0.727, \ p < 0.05, \ n = 25 \text{ subjects} \right) \). Data from three light treated sites (V25, A5, and A25 treatment sites) for 25 subjects were considered in this analysis. (b) Average erythema scores given by the dermatologists on the V25, A5, and A25 sites for \( n = 25 \text{ subjects at time point } T_{\text{pre-ALA}} \text{ and } T_{24\text{h}} \). There was significant difference between the A5 and A25 sites erythema scores \((p\text{-value} < 0.05)\).

**Fig. 4** PS-fluorescence and DSOL counts are PDT dose dependent. (a) PpIX fluorescence, and (b) DSOL counts taken at the ALA, A5, A25, \( V_{\text{only}} \), and V25 sites are plotted at the \( T_{\text{pre-ALA}} \) (blue), \( T_{\text{pre-PDT}} \) (red), \( T_{\text{post-PDT}} \) (green), and \( T_{30 \text{min post-PDT}} \) (gray) time-points \((n = 25 \text{ subjects})\). An increase in PpIX fluorescence and DSOL counts was observed from \( T_{\text{pre-ALA}} \) to \( T_{\text{pre-PDT}} \) only at the ALA, A5, and A25 sites. PpIX photobleaching and change in DSOL counts was observed from \( T_{\text{pre-PDT}} \) to \( T_{\text{post-PDT}} \) at the A5 and A25 sites. PpIX re-accumulation was also observed at these sites from \( T_{\text{post-PDT}} \) to \( T_{30 \text{min post-PDT}} \). Error bars indicate S.E.M.
3.3 PS Photobleaching was PDT Dose Dependent

The PS fluorescence-based dosimetry has proven useful in both preclinical and clinical settings. In accordance to literature, we also observed that PpIX fluorescence decreased significantly in both PDT-treated sites [Fig. 4(a), red and green bars in the A5 and A25 test sites]. Two photobleaching parameters, namely percentage of PpIX photobleached due to PDT (PPP) and AFPM were calculated from the discrete fluorescence measurements taken at time points $T_{\text{pre-PDT}}$, $T_{\text{pre-ALA}}$, $T_{\text{post-PDT}}$, and $T_{\text{post-ALA}}$ as shown in Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively. The percent change in PpIX fluorescence due to PDT (PPP) is defined as

$$\text{PPP} = \frac{(\text{PpIX}_{\text{pre-PDT}} - \text{PpIX}_{\text{pre-ALA}}) - (\text{PpIX}_{\text{post-PDT}} - \text{PpIX}_{\text{pre-ALA}})}{\text{PpIX}_{\text{pre-PDT}} - \text{PpIX}_{\text{pre-ALA}}} \times 100.$$

(1)

The AFPM parameter is defined as

$$\text{AFPM} = \frac{(\text{PpIX}_{\text{pre-PDT}} - \text{PpIX}_{\text{pre-ALA}}) - (\text{PpIX}_{\text{post-PDT}} - \text{PpIX}_{\text{pre-ALA}})}{\text{PpIX}_{\text{pre-PDT}} - \text{PpIX}_{\text{pre-ALA}}}.$$

(2)

The PPP was significantly greater in the A25 sites than the A5 sites [Fig. 4(a), paired $t$-test, $p < 0.05$]. The average PPP value for 25 subjects was 86.58% (3.1% S.E.M) and 98.7% (4.7% S.E.M) in the A5 and A25 test sites, respectively. There was no significant change in fluorescence at the V25 (4.7% S.E.M) in the A5 and A25 test sites, respectively. The percent change in PpIX fluorescence due to PDT (PPP) is defined as

$$\% \text{Increase in PpIX fluorescence} = \frac{\text{PpIX}_{\text{pre-PDT}} - \text{PpIX}_{\text{pre-ALA}}}{\text{PpIX}_{\text{pre-ALA}}},$$

(3)

The AFPM parameter is defined as

$$\text{AFPM} = \frac{(\text{PpIX}_{\text{pre-PDT}} - \text{PpIX}_{\text{pre-ALA}}) - (\text{PpIX}_{\text{post-PDT}} - \text{PpIX}_{\text{pre-ALA}})}{\text{PpIX}_{\text{pre-PDT}} - \text{PpIX}_{\text{pre-ALA}}}.$$

(4)

The AFPM measures the absolute amount of PS that is photobleached and accounts for the amount of PS present at the treatment site prior to PDT. A significant linear correlation was observed between AFPM and PIPF [Fig. 5(a), $r^2 = 0.74$, $p < 0.0001$]. These results demonstrate that PPP is independent of initial PPIX concentration whereas AFPM is dependent on the initial PpIX concentration.

The clinical data presented here are consistent with pre-clinical mice work presented by Zeng et al. where the PPP correlated with light dose and AFPM correlated with treatment response respectively. The PPP score does not account for the amount of PS present at the treatment site prior to PDT, i.e., in this study most of the PS photobleached during PDT in test sites that had higher or lower PpIX at $T_{\text{pre-PDT}}$. This effect is more prominent at low PpIX levels, as those occurring $\textit{in vivo}$, where most of the PS is photobleached. It should be noted that PPP is independent of device specifications and the PPP range determined in a particular study could be translated to other clinical investigations. On the other hand AFPM values are device specific, e.g., the change in PMT sensitivity, etc., can change the AFPM values obtained, thereby making comparisons between various clinical investigations difficult. However, in a given cohort of subjects and fluorescence detection device, the AFPM might be a better dosimetry parameter than PPP.

3.4 Post-PDT Re-accumulation of PpIX Correlated with AFPM

The PpIX fluorescence increased from $T_{\text{post-PDT}}$ [Fig. 4(a), green bars] to $T_{\text{30 min post-PDT}}$ [Fig. 4(a), gray bars] at the PDT-treated sites (A5 and A25 sites). No significant change in fluorescence was detected in sites that did not receive ALA (V only and V25 sites). Star et al. suggested that only 3.6% of ALA is converted to PpIX in a 3- to 4-h incubation period. These results indicate

$$\text{PIPF} = 100 \times \frac{\text{PpIX}_{\text{pre-ALA}} - \text{PpIX}_{\text{post-PDT}}}{\text{PpIX}_{\text{pre-ALA}}}.$$

(5)

The PpIX fluorescence increased from $T_{\text{post-PDT}}$ [Fig. 5(a), green bars] to $T_{\text{30 min post-PDT}}$ [Fig. 5(a), gray bars] at the PDT-treated sites (A5 and A25 sites). No significant change in fluorescence was detected in sites that did not receive ALA (V only and V25 sites). Star et al. suggested that only 3.6% of ALA is converted to PpIX in a 3- to 4-h incubation period. These results indicate

$$\% \text{Increase in PpIX fluorescence} = \frac{\text{PpIX}_{\text{pre-PDT}} - \text{PpIX}_{\text{pre-ALA}}}{\text{PpIX}_{\text{pre-ALA}}}.$$

Fig. 5 Percent PpIX photobleached (PPP) is independent of the percent increase in PpIX fluorescence (PIPF) at $T_{\text{pre-PDT}}$, while Absolute fluorescence photobleaching metric (AFPM) is dependent on PIPF. Scatter plot of (a) percent increase in PpIX fluorescence at $T_{\text{pre-PDT}}$ (PIPF) and PPP and (b) PIPF and AFPM at A5 (green triangles) and A2 (blue squares). There was no significant linear correlation between PIPF and PPP ($r^2 = 0.002$, $p > 0.5$). A significant linear correlation was observed between AFPM and PIPF [Fig. 5(b), $r^2 = 0.74$, $p < 0.0001$].
that after PpIX photobleaching due to laser irradiation, residual ALA continues conversion to PpIX in viable cells with intact heme-synthesis. This phenomenon is generally termed re-synthesis or re-accumulation. Generally, tissues that exhibit greater PpIX photobleaching also exhibit less PpIX re-accumulation. Studies on pig skin have demonstrated that the percentage of PpIX re-accumulated at the treatment site is inversely proportional to the light fluence delivered. In this study, the PpIX that re-accumulated (PPR) post PDT as a ratio of initial increase in PpIX at pre-ALA time point was defined as

\[
\% \text{PpIX re-accumulation (PPR)} = 100 \times \frac{\text{PpIX}_{30 \text{ min post-PDT}} - \text{PpIX}_{\text{post-PDT}}}{\text{PpIX}_{\text{pre-PDT}} - \text{PpIX}_{\text{pre-ALA}}}. \tag{5}
\]

In accordance with de Brujin et al. and Thissen et al., we demonstrate in human skin that re-accumulation of PpIX is fluence dependent. The PPR values were 31.6% (4.2% S.E.M) and 25.2% (2.2% S.E.M) at the A5 and A25 sites, respectively in the 22 subjects (excluded three subjects from the 25 subjects that had less than 50% increase in PpIX fluorescence at \(T_{\text{pre-PDT}}\)). The A5 site that received a low light dose had significantly greater PpIX re-accumulation compared to A25 test site. The V25 and VOnly sites exhibited no significant change in PpIX fluorescence from \(T_{\text{pre-PDT}}\) [Fig. 4(a), red bars] to \(T_{\text{30 min post-PDT}}\) [Fig. 4(b), gray bars]. For the ALA-PDT treated sites, we observed a significant non-zero correlation between PpIX photobleaching parameters AFPM and PPR (Fig. 6, \(r^2 = 0.23, p\text{-value} < 0.005\)) which indicated that the greater the PpIX photobleaching, the lower the PpIX re-accumulation.

### 3.5 Singlet Oxygen Luminescence Counts Correlated with the PS Fluorescence

Average DSOL measurements taken at various time points for 25 subjects are shown [Fig. 4(b)]. There was no significant difference in DSOL measurements between any of the test sites at \(T_{\text{pre-ALA}}\) [Fig. 4(b), blue bars]. Baseline DSOL measurements observed before the application of ALA is likely due to the \(1^\text{O}_2\) generation from naturally occurring endogenous porphyrins. The ALA, A5, and A25 sites exhibited a significant increase in DSOL counts from \(T_{\text{pre-ALA}}\) [Fig. 4(b), blue bars] to \(T_{\text{pre-PDT}}\) [Fig. 4(b), red bars] indicating the presence of active PpIX able to convert \(^3\text{O}_2\) to \(^1\text{O}_2\) \((p < 0.0001\) for ALA, A5, and A25 sites). The DSOL counts taken at the \(T_{\text{pre-PDT}}\) [Fig. 4(b), red bars] time point are subsequently referred to as DSOL counts pre-PDT. The VOnly and V25 sites exhibited no significant increase in DSOL counts from \(T_{\text{pre-ALA}}\) to \(T_{\text{pre-PDT}}\) [Fig. 4(b)].

\(^1\text{O}_2\) generation at a given depth \(z\) and time point \(t\) is thought to be related to the product of the active PS concentration (PS) at the site, ground state molecular oxygen concentration (\(^3\text{O}_2\)) at the site (available either due to diffusion from environment or via vascular perfusion), and fluence \(\Phi\) and can be generalized by the equation

\[
{\text{O}_2(z,t)} \propto [\text{PS}(z,t)][{\text{O}_2(z,t)}] \Phi(z,t). \tag{6}
\]

In the present study \(^3\text{O}_2\) in the epidermis layer was likely similar before and 3 h after application of the ALA primarily due to diffusion of oxygen from the environment. As the PDT treatment progresses, hypoxia could occur at depth of 0.2 to 1 mm. Beyond 1 mm plenty of oxygen is available for the PDT action via vascular perfusion. A minor increase in erythema due to the bandage was observed at time point \(T_{\text{pre-PDT}}\) (3 h after application of ALA). This minor increase in erythema could cause an increase in oxygen supply to the dermis. However, it should be noted that this increase at erythema at \(T_{\text{pre-PDT}}\) is similar in all the control and light-treated test sites and hence any effects on DSOL measurements due to this minor increase in molecular oxygen can be considered constant amongst all our test sites. Given the absence of change in \(^3\text{O}_2\), the DSOL measurements were likely proportional to the active PpIX concentration at the test site when the same fluence was delivered.

A recent simulation study by Liu et al. and an in-vitro study by Dysart et al. showed that \(^1\text{O}_2\) dose is determined solely by the initial PS concentration. To gauge the effect of the initial PS concentration [PIPF, Eq. 8] on the treatment efficacy, we correlated the percentage increase in PpIX fluorescence 3 h post ALA application (PIPF) with the corresponding increase in DSOL counts 3 h post-ALA application [Eq. 8].

\[
\text{Increase in DSOL counts} = \frac{\text{DSOL counts}_{\text{pre-PDT}} - \text{DSOL counts}_{\text{pre-ALA}}}{\text{DSOL counts}_{\text{pre-ALA}}}. \tag{7}
\]

We observed a linear correlation \(r^2 = 0.34, p\text{-value}<0.001\) between the DSOL counts and PIPF [Fig. 7(a)]. In addition, we also observed that test sites having higher PpIX fluorescence and DSOL counts had higher erythema [Fig. 7(b)]. These results indicate that initial PS concentration and corresponding DSOL counts that represent the active PS in the location could act as dosimetry parameters. In the following sections we compared the increase in DSOL counts termed as “DSOL counts pre-PDT” to the widely used PS photobleaching dose-metric.

A significant decrease in DSOL counts from \(T_{\text{pre-PDT}}\) [Fig. 4(b), red bars] to \(T_{\text{post-PDT}}\) [Fig. 4(b), green bars] was observed at the A5 and A25 sites \((p < 0.01)\). The VOnly and V25 sites exhibited no significant difference in DSOL counts over this period. A significant increase in DSOL counts was observed at the A5 and A25 sites from \(T_{\text{pre-PDT}}\) [Fig. 4(b), green bars] to \(T_{\text{30 min post-PDT}}\) [Fig. 4(b), gray bars], indicating re-accumulation of PpIX at these test sites \((p < 0.01)\). The decrease in DSOL counts from \(T_{\text{pre-PDT}}\) [Fig. 4(b), red bars] to \(T_{\text{post-PDT}}\) [Fig. 4(b), green bars] was termed as change in DSOL counts [Eq. 3] and was considered as a dosimetric parameter that is comparable to the PS photobleaching AFPM parameter.
Change in DSOL counts = DSOL counts\textsubscript{pre-PDT} − DSOL counts\textsubscript{post-PDT}. (8)

Both the DSOL counts pre-PDT (a dosimetric parameter that indicates the initial amount of active PpIX), and the change in DSOL counts pre/post-PDT (which indicates the change in the amount of active PpIX resulting from PDT), were evaluated for their ability to predict PDT induced phototoxicity.

### 3.6 Prognostic Utility of PS Fluorescence-Based Metrics and DSOL-Based Metrics, in Predicting PDT-Induced Phototoxicity

Significant, non-zero, correlations were established between the dosimetric parameters PPR, AFPM, and DSOL counts pre-PDT (Table 1). The PPP parameter and change in DSOL counts pre/post-PDT did not have a significant correlation with erythema. Figure 8 shows dosimetry parameters plotted against erythema evaluated by dermspectrometer in the A5 (green triangles) and A25 (blue squares) sites that received PDT treatment. Solid black lines in the graphs [Figs. 8(b) and 8(d)] indicate a significant and non-zero linear regression fit. The dotted black line in Figs. 8(a) and 8(c) shows the linear regression fit, however, the slope is not significantly different from zero. Overall, AFPM had greater correlation with PDT-induced erythema than other metrics ($r^2 = 0.54$).

The clinical utility of a dosimetric parameter depends on its ability to predict the extent of therapeutic efficacy, as well as its ability to classify patients as treatment responders or nonresponders. We performed the ROC analysis on the dosimetry parameters that had significant nonzero correlation with erythema (Fig. 9). The AFPM exhibited the highest AUC (Table 2). There was a significant difference between the ROC curves of the AFPM and DSOL counts pre-PDT dosimetry parameters. Furthermore, the best cut-off on the ROC curve for distinguishing the responders from the nonresponders was identified (i.e., maximum separation between the false positives and false negatives) for each dosimetry parameter using Youden index maximization algorithm. Circles on the ROC curve in Fig. 9 represent the optimal cut-off point. At this cut-off point, AFPM had a sensitivity of 61.5% and specificity 100%, while the DSOL counts pre-PDT parameter had a sensitivity of 79.5% and specificity of 72.7%, respectively. The DSOL counts pre-PDT had higher sensitivity than AFPM at the optimal cut-off point. This result was encouraging and offered support to our hypothesis that DSOL counts pre-PDT might be more sensitive in detecting the active PS that causes phototoxicity and thereby aid in correctly identifying treatment responders. However, the choice of using a particular dosimetric method needs to be made according to the clinical context and further tests are required for thorough comparison of the dosimetry parameters.

Overall, considering the linear regression analysis with erythema and AUC of the ROC analysis, the AFPM was a better dosimetry

### Table 1 Correlation statistics between erythema measured at T=24 h, and the dosimetric parameters tested in the study. All correlations were determined using linear mixed model analysis. N = 25 subjects for each correlation. Amongst the five dosimetric parameters, AFPM had greater correlation with the PDT-induced erythema. "NS" indicates no significant while "S" indicates a significant difference.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Slope</th>
<th>95% Confidence Intervals</th>
<th>$r^2$</th>
<th>Is slope significantly non-zero?</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PPP</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>-0.073 to 0.21</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.34 (NS)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFPM</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.10 to 0.18</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001 (S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPR</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>-0.47 to -0.034</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.02 (S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSOL counts pre-PDT</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>0.48 to 3.5</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.0106 (S)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in DSOL counts</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>-0.69 to 3.4</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.1880 (NS)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
parameter than DSOL counts pre-PDT and if the goal of the clinician is to correctly identify ALA-PDT nonresponding subjects, AFPM parameter will provide the results with 100% specificity (i.e., no false positive cases).

We further explored if the combination of AFPM and DSOL counts pre-PDT parameters, two mechanistically distinct dosimetry techniques, could yield better performance than either of the techniques alone. The combination of the parameters was tested using two methods: (1) Both tests are positive, i.e., a subject is treated as responder only if both AFPM and DSOL counts pre-PDT identify the subject as a responder and (2) Either of the tests is positive, i.e., a subject is treated as responder if either of the parameters, AFPM or DSOL counts pre-PDT, identify the subject as responder. In case of “either positive” rule, the combination of the AFPM and DSOL counts pre-PDT parameters yielded a 0.77 AUC (82.05% sensitivity and 72.2% specificity), while the “both positive” rule yielded 0.79 AUC (59% sensitivity and 100% specificity). The combination of the tests using “either positive” or “both positive” rule yielded higher AUC than the DSOL counts pre-PDT parameter alone (Table 3), however, the AUC was not as good as the AFPM parameter within the context of the current study on healthy skin. Though the sensitivity increased in the “either test is positive” case, a loss of specificity was observed. As noted by Tang et al., a combination of tests always demonstrates a loss in either specificity or sensitivity when compared to the component tests alone. It

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dosimetric Parameter</th>
<th>Area Under Curve</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFPM</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.72–0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPR</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.29–0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSOL counts pre-PDT</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.54–0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3  The best cut-off for distinguishing the responders from the nonresponders was identified (i.e., maximum separation between the false positives and false negatives) is determined for AFPM and DSOLcounts pre-PDT parameters using ROC Curve analysis with Youden’s index maximization. At the cut off, AUC, Sensitivity and specificity were calculated. The combination of the two parameters was tested using two methods 1. Both tests are positive, (i.e., a subject is treated as responder only if both AFPM and DSOL counts pre-PDT identify the subject as responder) and 2. Either of the tests is positive (i.e., a subject is treated as responder when either AFPM or DSOL counts pre-PDT identify the subject as responder). Though the combination of the tests using “either positive” or “both positive” rule yielded higher AUC than the DSOL counts pre-PDT parameter, they were not as good as the AFPM parameter in the current study on healthy skin. CI stands for confidence interval.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUC (95% CI)</th>
<th>DSOL counts pre-PDT</th>
<th>Both tests are positive</th>
<th>Either test is positive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.5 (7.0–1.2)</td>
<td>0.92 (0.94–0.95)</td>
<td>0.94 (0.93–0.95)</td>
<td>1.00 (1.00–1.00)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

should be noted that the sensitivity and specificity values calculated here were obtained on measurements from treatment on healthy skin. The cutoff values calculated by Youden’s index maximization could change with the instrumentation or disease conditions and hence further studies in various types of skin lesions and conditions are required to thoroughly evaluate and compare the dosimetry parameters.

The PS fluorescence-based dosimetry can be easily implemented in clinical settings, although it only indicates the proportion of PS at the measurement site that emits fluorescent photons, and does not necessarily report the active PS that contributes to the therapeutic effect. Furthermore, the PS fluorescence emission is dependent on various factors such as its location and interactions within the cellular microenvironment, aggregation states, and photoproduction formation. In addition, the PS fluorescence is prone to various fluctuations such as those derived from PS self-shielding and changes in tissue optical properties resulting from treatment. As a result, the PS fluorescence-based metrics may only provide a limited representation of the deposited PDT dose. In recognition of this, accurate and direct monitoring of SOL could potentially provide a useful dosimetric measure because is thought to be an important mediator of cytotoxicity resulting from PDT. Assuming is the only key species responsible for PDT, direct measure of SOL, preferably on-line, could be the most robust metric for PDT dosimetry. Indeed, real-time SOL detection has shown promise in pre-clinical studies, and instrumentation suitable for clinical use is still in development. Thus far, only discrete measurements of SOL (DSOL), which reflect the active PS available to confer mediation cytotoxicity, have been demonstrated in human subjects.

Our study primarily focuses on direct comparison of currently available clinically relevant dosimetry machines to understand which of the dose-metrics can reliably predict responders from nonresponders of the ALA-PDT treatment. Both the PpIX fluorescence and DSOL measurement systems used in our study provide point measurements and do not provide spectral data in a wide range of wavelengths. It should be noted that PpIX fluorescence measurements and DSOL measurements were performed with different excitation wavelengths (405 and 635 nm, respectively). The penetration depth in the skin of these two wavelengths is different. However, a recent study by Liu et al. has shown that singlet oxygen generated in the fluence range used in this study is wavelength independent up to 1 mm in healthy human skin. Though the light penetration depth is different for the 405- and 635-nm excitation light, factors such as the PS photobleaching and tissue oxygen depletion in upper dermis compensate for the variation in light distribution and generation of singlet oxygen. Furthermore, the fluorescence measurement probe used in this study is designed to probe small areas that obtain data from the first 200 μm of the skin as previously demonstrated by Pogue et al. Any changes in fluorescence due to change in tissue optical properties caused (due to erythema and edema in the dermis) cannot be discriminated with the fluorescence probe used in this study. In addition, the presence of water due to edema post PDT could affect the DSOL counts. However, it should be noted that singlet oxygen will be generated only at the depth reachable by the excitation wavelength (635 nm). Recent studies showed that the majority of the production is at the skin surface due (1) higher accumulation of PpIX in the epidermis than the dermis and (2) availability of oxygen from the environment in the epidermis. The SOL generated in the deeper dermis layers probably is not being detected by our system (edema or no edema) as the SOL signal is weak and has high reactivity of . In the current study, we compared the dosimetry parameters without any compensation for difference in optical penetration depth and tissue optical properties at different excitation wavelengths. Although this is clinically relevant, it still remains that scientific analysis of the influence of tissue optical properties could show a difference in outcome. However, in this particular study it was chosen to focus on the practical clinical evaluation of the dosimetry methods rather than include tissue optical modeling as part of the analysis. In future studies, a good design would be to incorporate direct measurement of skin parameters to help evaluate the PDT dosimetry parameters.

In general, measurements, including those taken in the present study, are inherently dependent on the availability of oxygen at the measurement site. Numerous studies have reported that hypoxic conditions can form a key barrier to -based measurements due to sensitivity issues. Pogue et al. demonstrated that ALA-PDT at an irradiance of 200 mW/cm² and fluence of 144 J/cm² actually increased tissue PO₂ in subcutaneous RIF-1 tumors. Hypoxia due to vascular effects in PDT and its contribution to the long-term tumor response are controversial and has been studied by several groups. For example, a study by Seshadri et al. showed that the ALA-PDT causes nonvascular mediated response, while the study by Becker et al. showed a change in blood flow during the ALA-PDT. Mathematical simulation studies by Liu et al. showed that the clinical data fit the simulation data only when the vascular oxygen supply was reduced in the
mathematical model, and this is especially true at higher radiant exposures. As shown in several studies, the PpIX primarily accumulates in the epidermis, sebaceous glands, and hair follicles in healthy human skin. Liu et al. considered both exponential and step distribution of PpIX in the skin as a function of depth. Despite the simplification of heterogeneous distribution of PpIX in skin, the simulations by Liu et al. showed that the PDT process is never oxygen limited and the majority of the singlet oxygen generated is at the epidermis (superficial layers) of the skin (0 to 0.2 mm). The study also showed that vascular changes and relevant hypoxia, due to PDT in healthy skin, are observed at depths between 0.2 and 1 mm. The dermis layer beyond 1.0 mm has sufficient oxygen supply during ALA-PDT. Liu et al. also showed that the distributions of singlet oxygen are not very sensitive to the oxygen perfusion changes under a wide range of conditions. Despite the opposing conclusions from the in vivo tumor studies and the simulation studies, a common inference amongst these studies involving topical ALA-PDT of skin is that the majority of the singlet oxygen measurements are obtained from the superficial epidermis layer that has a constant supply of oxygen due to diffusion from surrounding air. Given these inferences, our study assumed that hypoxia was unlikely during the measurements and hypoxia had no effect on DSOL measurements.

The utility of real-time 1O2-based dosimetric instrumentation currently in development remains to be tested in clinical contexts, and may suffer from the inability to report damage incurred by oxygen–independent pathways. In addition, spatial tissue and the PS distribution heterogeneity in lesions will remain a challenge. As a result, more sophisticated imaging systems are being developed to obtain spatial maps of PpIX fluorescence and SOL in the region of interest simultaneously, and will hopefully address limitations inherent to point-measurement systems.

4 Conclusions

The ALA-PDT optimization strategies that aim to maximize therapeutic efficacy, such as altering light parameters or adjusting ALA administration routes, are being actively investigated. Despite these developments, the PDT outcome durability and reproducibility are challenges being addressed through several approaches, including the development of robust dosimetric methodologies. Several preclinical studies have demonstrated that high variation in PDT outcomes can be addressed by implementing dosimetric measures to guide PDT delivery. Although various parameters have been investigated, few clinical trials currently incorporate dosimetry. The present report is a first clinical investigation comparing the prognostic utility of discrete PS fluorescence-based dosimetry to discrete SOL-based dosimetry in ALA-PDT using currently available clinically relevant dosimetry machines. The findings indicate that:

i. The AFPM, had a better performance as a dosimetry parameter than other fluorescence metrics (PPP and PPR) in classifying responders from nonresponders.

ii. The DSOL counts pre-PDT had better AUC and correlation with erythema than the change in DSOL counts pre/post-PDT parameter.

iii. The AFPM had the best performance (highest AUC) in the ROC analysis among the dosimetric parameters.

iv. While DSOL-based dosimetry correlated with phototoxic response resulting from clinical ALA-PDT and had higher sensitivity, discrete PS fluorescence-based AFPM parameter had overall better performance and specificity in predicting responders from nonresponders.

v. The combination of the AFPM and DSOL counts pre-PDT metrics did not have better performance compared to AFPM alone.

With the current state of available technology, the PS fluorescence-based metrics may represent an easily implementable approach to monitor the deposited PDT dose, and could transparently be incorporated into clinical PDT regimens. With the development of efficient DSOL detection systems, further statistically rigorous studies should be conducted in various skin lesions to validate the advantage PS fluorescence-based parameters over DSOL-based parameters.
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